Simulating human reach is still challenging when considering complex interactions with the environment. Standard approaches involve inverse kinematics (IK) methods and usually require a complete but exponential cost search in configuration space. In ergonomic applications, both "naturalness" and interactive performance are important. We describe a real-time, collision-free, sternum-rooted IK solution for an articulated human figure based on motion capture data, human strength models, and multi-joint coordination functions. Movement paths are discovered through spatial search in a partitioned workspace. The system generates natural collision-free reach motions in realtime. The resulting animations and statistics demonstrate the efficacy of this approach.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental capability for a virtual human model is being able to reach naturally to a given position in space. There are two major approaches to solving this reach planning problem and motion planning problem in general: model-based and data-driven.
Most of the planners developed in robotics are modelbased as they restrict the search space by kinematic, dynamic or biomechanical models to generate motions for a virtual character. This approach provides a compact and flexible representation of human motions and it can generate motions in a continuous domain with both internal (joint limit) and external (obstacle) constraints. In general, to guarantee a solution, if one exists, a model has to search over a configuration space that grows exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom (DOF). In addition, standard model-based approaches have no naturalness constraints on the motions they produce.
The data-driven approach utilizes motion capture devices to build a database of human postures. Later, an arbitrary motion is generated using some or all the postures in the database [15, 16] . Since the approach works directly with captured postures, the resulted motions are natural and exact. However, methods to adapt existing postures to a new posture are not simple and are limited to the data collected and to the specific person that has been captured. Improvements have been attempted by modeling the segment angles with functional regression analysis from the motion database and by building models to interpolate new postures among existing ones [4, 17] .
The system presented in this paper takes advantage of both the model-based and data-driven approach for reach planning. It builds a model that can generate continuous configurations and also incorporates naturalness constraints by encoding strength into the multi-joint functions that correlate movements across different human joints. Such functions have been extracted by regression analysis on empirical data from motion capture. They not only ensure the naturalness of the configurations generated, but also reduce the number of DOF in the search space. The demonstration shows the efficacy of this approach and its suitability for VR avatars, animation posing, or ergonomics analysis applications
REACH PLANNING SYSTEM
The exposition of our method is organized as follows. The Human Strength Model section explains how strength is evaluated and encoded into the configuration search procedure and how multi-joint functions are extracted to reduce the search complexity. The Strength-based Reach Planning section describes the system and its components in detail.
HUMAN STRENGTH MODEL
Human strength is important to human performance. It is defined as the maximal force that a muscle (group) can exert in a single voluntary effort under prescribed conditions [12, 13] . While human strength can be affected by many parameters such as age, gender, body position, handedness, etc. [2, 6] , orientations of each body segment are the principal determiners of strength.
The quantitative relationship between joint angles and strength exertion capabilities in our system is depicted using strength curves based on Mital and Pandya's work for shoulder strength in terms of abduction/adduction angles [11] and flexion/extension angles [14] . These curves agree with our intuition that shoulder strength is near minimum at the end points of the range of the motion (joint limits) and maximum at the region around zero degree angle (neutral position).
According to the data, shoulder strength is modeled as a function of joint angles using regression analysis. The approximated strength function for shoulder abduction/adduction and flexion/extension movements in terms of horizontal (α) and vertical (β) shoulder rotations are represented as 
Evaluating the strength of abduction/adduction and flexion/extension together is a multi-pass process. Different strategies are used in different passes.
First level criterion -preferred strength level
Humans prefer movements where joint poses tend toward regions exceeding a preferred strength level so that they can operate without incurring significant discomfort [5] . Represent the two preferred strength levels for shoulder abduction/adduction (α) and flexion/extension (β) as SL H and SL V . Let the two strength functions corresponding to the two movements be S H (α) and S V (β), which are calculated using formulae described in above. The strategy can be represented by the following functions:
The smaller the value of f R (α,β,γ) is, the more strength the arm can exert, and the more preferable the movement.
2. Second level criterion -maintaining the strength level Based on the value of f R (α,β,γ), potential configurations for the arm fall into three categories listed below. Different strategies are applied to different categories.
, strength is not the major concern. Instead, the movement that requires the least exertion is favored. Exertion needed to perform a movement is defined as the displacements of the joint angles from their initial to final posture. Shoulder exertion is represented as follows:
where (α',β',γ') and (α,β,γ) represents the shoulder rotation angles at the initial and final posture, respectively, and ω α , ω β , ω γ are weights set to reflect the differences existing in muscles that are responsible for movements at each DOF. With the same amount of angular displacement, more exertion will be needed for weak muscles than for strong muscles.
f R (α,β,γ) = 1 This happens when either f H (α)=1 or f V (β)=1 for a given (α,β,γ). In this case, the preferred solution is a movement that results in the most strength increase. This strategy is represented as the following function: , the more preferred the movement.
This occurs when both the horizontal and the vertical strengths fall below the preferred comfortable strength levels. When this is the case, movement is encouraged when it results in a configuration for the arm where more strength is possessed. This can be represented as: The term f S (α)·f S (β) is used to favor the movement that distributes the strength changes evenly in both of the two directions. The smaller the value of f T (α,β,γ), the more desirable the movement.
3. Third level criterion -preferred side An algorithm (Algorithm 1) to decide elbow pose is constructed to impose inward/outward rotation constraints for the shoulder. For the right (left) arm, more natural postures can be generated by positioning the elbow to the right (left) side of the plane determined by the human's waist, shoulder and wrist. This helps reduce the elbow search space while producing natural postures.
With the strength model, every arm configuration can be associated with a strength quantity according to shoulder rotation angles and the elbow pose. Therefore, from all potential arm configurations, we can easily select those natural configurations with shoulder strength above a threshold and order them according to their strength.
For the body rotation, many studies have shown that a body segment will only be moved if a target cannot be reached by all segments located more distally and its rotation is involved only when reaching sideward more than a certain degree [1, 8] . Experiments also show that the starting rotation degree varies according to the target distance. Through regression analysis, significant linear relationships have been found between reach direction and rotation of chest and pelvis (figure 2) [3] . Table 1 illustrates the chest rotation vs. arm reach direction by linear regression on motion capture data [3] . Note that the joint recruitments are phased; they do not all change simultaneously. By applying Table 1 during reaching, body rotation can be read from the multi-joint function. Shoulder position at that time is the initial shoulder position applied by a rotation transformation of body rotation angle around the vertical axis. This procedure can be viewed as dimensionality reduction since it correlates the shoulder with wrist in terms of a multi-joint function to reduce the number of search space unknowns.
Notice that static strength data are used in this human strength model. Strength will vary for highly dynamical motions. However, most reach motions we are interested in for ergonomics are low velocity movements which are dominated by static strength. In addition, such static strength data are easy to measure [3, 11, 14] .
STRENGTH-BASED REACH PLANNING
The reach planning problem that we focus on is defined as follows: in a complex 3D workspace, given a starting configuration and a target position of the end-effector, compute a collision-free motion path that an articulated human arm can follow, involving body rotation if necessary, to reach from start pose to target endeffector position automatically. Note that a valid end pose is not required, as the reach may indeed fail. Assume the wrist is the end-effector, the position of the palm center is just a further search for a point on a sphere. Reach planning can be viewed as finding a path for the end-effector which connects the starting and target position, such that for every node on the path, there exists at least one arm posture (which is displayed and recorded) that is within motion smoothness, human strength, and collision-free constraints.
We divide this reach planning system into two modules: The Strength-based Configuration Generation Module takes a 3D position as input and outputs a valid arm configuration with wrist at this position. Such a configuration must satisfy the strength, motion smoothness, and collision-free constraints. The Guided Path Planning Module extracts guiding nodes from start and target position to ensure a high-level shortest path and performs a best first search for the next end-effector position between two guiding nodes.
Strength-based Configuration Generation Module
Since our arm IK system is rooted at the sternum, there are a total of three segments (sternum-shoulder segment, shoulder-elbow segment, and elbow-wrist segment) and five rotation angles (one body rotation angle, three shoulder rotation angle and one elbow rotation angle) that we need to manage. After applying the body rotation model described above in the Human Strength Model section, the shoulder position can be calculated from the body rotation angle read from the table, so we are left to compute elbow position in order to complete the arm configuration. The elbow lies on the circle intersected by two spheres, one centered at shoulder with radius of upper-arm length and the other centered at wrist with radius of lower-arm length. Since its position can be determined by three shoulder rotation angles, we can apply the shoulder strength model here to select those natural configurations and also sort them according to their strength. Given the arm configuration at the current wrist position and the candidate next arm configurations computed from above, we select those whose joint angle displacements from the current configuration is within a certain limit in order to ensure motion smoothness. This process can be viewed as an arm IK solver which requires the input of human strength data in order to generate the pose. The data we use are sampled from a number of subjects. One can measure and prepare strength data based on a particular person: such data should reflect strength with respect to shoulder rotation angles and correlate body rotation angle with endeffector position.
Also we apply a simple fast collision detection algorithm to make sure that the configurations are collision-free. Details on this collision detection algorithm can be found from Liu and Badler [10] . * Finally, the arm configuration that is motion smooth, collision-free, and with maximum strength is selected and returned by the module. If no such configuration exists, the module will return with pose generation failure.
Guided Path Planning Module
The path planning problem has been studied extensively in computer graphics, robotics and biomechanics. It seeks a collision-free trajectory from starting to target position in the presence of arbitrary obstacles in the workspace [9] . Many planners have been designed with different approaches and heuristics to deal with problems of both low and high DOF. One popular approach is the probability roadmap method (PRM) [7] which samples points "randomly" from configuration space to form a graph and extracts a path from start to target position using graph search algorithms.
Our system adopts the notion of PRM to spatially partition the configuration space into 3D meshes with * In brief, the computer graphics "camera" viewpoint is positioned at the proximal end of each limb segment. Two depth buffer images of the limb segment alone and the environment without the limb segment are taken. If there is penetration between the limb segment and the environment, there exist some depth values in the limb segment image that are larger than the environment image. Note that this works for self-collisions as well as for workplace objects and even other people. approximately 10 to 20 cells along each dimension. We select those cells that have at least one valid configuration when the end-effector is placed at the center of the cell. They are the reachable cells and nodes at their centers are recorded. A directed graph is constructed from all these nodes, where each node is connected to its spatial neighbors. Shortest distance is our first priority, and when paths have the same distance, the path that minimizes the total discomfort (inverse ratio to strength) is selected. Therefore, the edges encode two values; the higher bits hold geometric distance between two nodes and the lower bits hold discomfort. In this way, metric properties are preserved. (This presumes the environment is static, though this is not strictly required [10] .)
In the initialization stage, an all-pair shortest path search is performed on this directed graph with a relatively small number of nodes and edges. During the reach planning stage, the start and target position are mapped to their cells in the 3D mesh. The shortest path queried from the initialization stage generates the guiding nodes because they will guide the end-effector toward the target. Between two guiding nodes, the end-effector searches for its next position using best first search. It essentially selects an end-effector position that most shortens the distance to the next guiding node.
One can view this guided search strategy as a multiscale solution to the problem. At a higher level, where the number of spatial partitions is small but the overall setting is complicated, a shortest path search is performed at low cost to ensure a short path solution; whereas at a finer level, where environment and movements are relatively simple, best first search is performed to ensure speed and naturalness. Figure 3 illustrates the strategy in a 2D case. Figure 4 illustrates the system flow. (A double arrow indicates potential backtrack.) The guided path planning module first preprocesses the workspace to build a graph for searching shortest path. Given an ending reach target, it searches the shortest path from the starting pose and extracts the guiding nodes. During reach planning between two guiding nodes, the path planner finds the next end-effector position in the neighborhood of the current end-effector by best first search, which essentially minimizes the distance to the target guiding node. Given a potential end-effector pose, the IK solver (our strength-based configuration generation module) finds all valid poses under strength and smoothness constraints and sorts them in strength decreasing order. If the pose with maximum strength has no collision with the environment, it is displayed and reach planning continues. Otherwise, it is discarded and the next maximum strength pose from the IK solver is tested for collision. If all poses have been tested, the path planner backtracks to another potential end-effector position. The path planning terminates in success if the target position is visited, or in failure if backtrack happens at the starting position. 
System Overview

CONCLUSION
The system is implemented on a P4 1.5GHz desktop PC using C++ and OpenGL. The preprocessing phase takes approximately 6 seconds to partition the workspace into a 3D mesh with 11 cells along each dimension. Four types of reach planning were performed to demonstrate motions that require body rotation and collision avoidance. Statistics about each experiment are shown in Table 2 . Animations for the four reach tasks are demonstrated in the Appendix and videos can be downloaded from http://hms.upenn.edu/SAE05/. In all the animations, the wrist is set as the end-effector and the final trajectory is shown in red in the last frame.
The system developed in this paper animates a virtual human character to perform collision-free natural reach to different target positions in the workspace at real-time. Such naturalness is guaranteed by evaluating the multijoint functions against the empirical strength data. The system does not guarantee completeness in reach planning due to its strength model constraints and its simple path planning algorithm. However, if there is a natural "non-tricky" path that connects the start and target position, the system will find it and it will find it quickly. Also, it is not necessary to assume that the target is in fact reachable.
We plan to acquire data to extract multi-joint function involving waist in order to produce waist-rooted side reach animations. In addition, we plan to incorporate velocity profile to better model the end-effector search process.
